I. Introduction.
Marcel Riesz's theorem [9, p . 153 j1 about the mean convergence of Fourier series in Lv spaces has been extended by Harry Pollard to series of classical orthogonal polynomials [2; 3; 4; S]. In particular, it was shown that the Legendre expansion of a function f£Lv on ( -1, 1) converges in the mean of order ptof if 4/3<p<i, but that this is false for any p>4 (or l^p<4/3). // p = r, or if p = s, there exists a function fEL* on ( -1, 1) (dp(x) =w(x)dx), such that the series Za»(/)*"(x) does not converge in L£.
Here an(f) = I f(x)$n(x)w(x)dx. on which the error term is uniform, a simple calculation shows that
Here Ai, A2, • • • are positive constants. Theorems 2 and 3 fol-low since (4) is violated in each case. It should be noted that (6) was derived on the tacit assumption that 5<oo. If s=co, then a =-1/2, P£"'ft is a Tchebichef polynomial, and Theorem 2 reduces to a statement about trigonometric series which is well known [9, p. 155] .
Finally, to prove Theorem 4, we put y =X"x in the integrals involving Jv(K"x), use the asymptotic formula [7, p. 199] Thus (4) is again violated.
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